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Language Taster Lesson Plan

Language: Urdu
Session time: 45 minutes
Topic: PARTS OF THE BODY
Lesson objective: To be able to name parts of the body in Urdu.
At the end of this session the students will be able to name parts of the body and be able to pronounce them correctly in Urdu.

OBJECTIVES	ACTIVITY	RESOURCES	GROUPING	SKILLS	TIME
Settling in	Pakistani music is played as pupils enter the room and sit down.Greet pupils with Assalam-o-alaikum as they enter, so that they start to recognise the greeting 	Powerpoint slide1-2	Whole class	SpeakingListening	1
Welcome	Explain the lesson objectives – what pupils will learn in the lesson	Powerpoint slide 3	Whole class		1
Pupils learn how to greet each other in Urdu	Slide 4: Introduce Assalam-o-alaikum. Pupils practise repeating the phrase. When they are familiar with this, introduce Walaikum – Assalam! and explain that it is used in response to Assalam-o-alaiku. Pupils pracise and repeat, then practise greeting each other.	Powerpoint slide 4	Whole class, pairs		3
Pupils learn how to ask what someone’s name is	Introduce yourself: Mera naam … hey. Ask pupils Aap ka naam kya he? Pupils practise saying Mera naam … hey.Then get pupils to practise the question Aap ka naam kya he?Pupils practise in pairs.Ask pupils to remind you, what is Hello? in Urdu?Then put Hello and What is your name/together in a short conversation. Model this conversation with a few pupils.Pupils then practise greeting each other and asking names. They can walk around and ask different people.	Powerpint slide 6	Whole class, pairs		5
Pupils learn words for boday parts in Urdu	Introduce the parts of the body, and drill these new words with pupils, making sure they know all words on one slide before moving on to the next slide.Slide 9: Recap all of the words. Ask pupils to stand up, teacher says a word in Urdu and pupils have to repeat and point to the correct part of the body.	Powerpoint slides 7,8,9Powerpoint slide 10	Whole Class	Speaking ListeningReading	10
Practice in context	True or false game: Explain the game, showing the instructions on slide 11. Slide 12-14: Introduce a word with a picture and repeat the word that appears. Students have to repeat the word if it’s correct, and if it’s wrong they should stay silent. If the word IS wrong, ask pupils for the correct word – click on the mouse and the correct word will appear.	Power point slide 11-13	Whole Class 	SpeakingListeningReading	3
Reading and trying to recognise words in Urdu 	Which part of the body is missing?Pupils are given one set cards per pair. Pupils are shown pictures in which a part of the body is missing.Students must choose the right card showing the missing part of the body in the picture.	Powerpoint slide 15-28Laminated cards with the words for parts of the body	Whole Class / pair work	SpeakingListeningReading	5
Reading and writing words in Urdu	Students are given the worksheet on which they have to label the parts of the body (2 mins). Slide 29 shows the picture pupils have to label.Mark the exercise using Powerpoint slide 30.[Extension task (time permitting): Pupils are then asked to design their own monster on the reverse and label the body parts in Urdu. Pupils can be shown slide 30 so that they can try to write in Urdu, as well as using the transliterated word.]	WorksheetPowerpoint slide 29 / 30Pencils / crayons / pens	Independent work	Reading
Writing	10
Plenary	Look at slide 3 to check what pupils have learnt.Stepping stones game: Five cards are placed on the floor – pupils have to imagine these are stepping stones and they are trying to cross a big river. To get to the other side, they have to cross the stepping stones, by saying the correct word to match the picture on each stone. If they get a word wrong they fall into the river and are washed away. Another pupil in the class is then given the chance to try to cross the river. The cards can be swapped or can be kept the same until a pupil successfully crosses the river.	Powerpoint slide 3Laminated A4 cards for stepping stones game	Whole class / volunteers for game	Speaking Listening	7


